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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this article is to construct polynomials which are exten- 
sions of the parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials introduced by Deod- 
har [4] and the weighted Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials introduced by 
Lusztig [8]. In this article, the polynomials are called weighted parabolic 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. Also, we give combinatorial formulas for 
the polynomials, which formulas are extensions of Deodhar's results [5]. 
A brief review of known results is given. In 1982, G. Lusztig introduced 
the weighted Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials, the special case of which has 
a representative interpretation (cf. [8]). In 1987, V. Deodhar introduced 
two kinds of parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials, one of which gives 
the dimensions of the intersection cohomology modules of Schubert vari- 
eties in G/P, where G is a Kac-Moody group and P is a "standard" 
parabolic subgroup of G (cf. [4]). Recently, combinatorial formulas for the 
parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials were given by introducing 
parabolic R polynomials for multichains (cf. [5, 10]). 
Let (W, S) be an arbitrary Coxeter system, J a subset of IV, Wj the 
subgroup of W generated by J, and W J the set of minimum coset 
representative W/Wj; i.e., W J = {y ~ W; f(yz) =f(y)  +/ (z )  for any 
z ~ Wj}, where f is the length function on W. 
This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall the definition 
of the Bruhat order and define a weighted parabolic Hecke module, which 
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has a basis parametrized by the elements of W J and which has two kinds 
of weights. In Section 3, we define weighted parabolic R polynomials and 
show some equalities which are key points in this article (see Lemma 3.9). 
In Section 4, we construct the weighted parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig poly- 
nomials. These polynomials are equal to the weighted Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials (resp., the parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials) when J 
equals the empty set (resp., one of the weights is special). Section 5 is 
devoted to giving combinatorial formulas for the weighted parabolic Kazh- 
dan-Lusztig polynomials, formulas which are extensions of Deodhar's 
results [5]. In order to do so, we begin with the introduction of weighted 
parabolic R polynomials for multichains in W J and the investigation of the 
polynomials. In Section 6, by using the combinatorial formula obtained in 
Section 5, we give a combinatorial formula for the first coefficient of the 
weighted parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. In particular, under a 
condition on the length function, we get a very interesting formula (see 
Theorem 6.6). In Section 7, we apply our results to the weighted 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. In particular, combinatorial formulas for 
the polynomials are given. 
2. WEIGHTED PARABOLIC HECKE MODULES 
Our aim in this section is to construct he weighted parabolic Hecke 
modules which are extensions of the parabolic Hecke modules (cf. [4]). 
First, we recall the definition of the Bruhat order. Throughout this article, 
(W, S) is an arbitrary Coxeter system, e is the unit element of W, and J is 
a subset of S. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We put T .'= {wsw-~;  s ~ S,  w ~ W}.  For y, z ~ W, 
we denote y < 'z if and only if there exists an element of T such that 
/ ( t z )  < f ( z )  and y = tz ,  where f is the length function. Then the Bruhat 
order denoted by < is defined as follows: For x, w ~ W, x < w if and 
only if there exists a sequence x o, X l  . . . . .  x r in W such that x = x 0 < 'xa 
<'  ..- < 'x  r = w. We also use the notation x ~ w if x < w and f (x )  = 
/ (w) -  1. 
The following is well known as the subword property. For w E W, let 
s i s  2 . . .  s m be a reduced expression of w, i.e., w = s i s  2 . . .  Sm, Si ~ S for all 
i ~ {1, 2 . . . .  , m}, and f (w)  --- m. For x ~ W, x < w if and only if there 
exists a sequence of natural numbers il, ie , . . . ,  it SO that 1 < i I < i z < -.. 
< it < m and x = silsi~ . . .  s i .  This expression of x is not reduced in 
general; i.e., it may happen that / (x )  < t. However, it is known that one 
can find a sequence of natural numbers Jl, Je . . . .  , Jk so that 1 < J1 < J2 < 
"'" < Jk < m,  x = shs  h . . .  sj~, and eC(x) = k. 
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Also, the following decomposition is well known (cf. [6]). We put 
W s := subgroup of W generated by J and W J := {y ~ W; f (yz )  = f (y )  + 
f ( z )  for any z ~ Wj}. Then, for w ~ W, there exist a unique element w ~ 
in W J and a unique element wj in Wj so that w = wJwj .  
In this article, let Z be the set of integers, N the set of nonnegative 
integers, and P the set of natural numbers. 
From now on, the order on W is the Bruhat order. Before we give the 
definition of the weighted parabolic Hecke modules, we recall the defini- 
tion of weights (cf. [8]). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let F be an abelian group or a Z algebra of an abelian 
group with the unit element e. 9 is called a weight of W into F if and only 
if q~ is a map of W into F satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) ~o(e) = e. 
(ii) q~(SlS2 "'" sin)= 9(Sl)q~(s2)"'" p(Sm) for any reduced expres- 
sion s is  2 ... s m in 14:. 
(iii) q~(s) is an invertible element in F for any s ~ S. 
In particular, any weight q~ satisfies the following: 
(ii') For s, t ~ S, if the order of st is odd, Then q~(s) = 9(t). 
Conversely, a map ~ of S into F satisfying (i), (ii'), and (iii) is uniquely 
extended to the weight of W into F. 
For example, 91 and ~P2, defined as follows, are weights. 
~o1: W --,--) {qn;n  ~ Z}; w ~ q:(W), 
q~2: W--) {-1,1}; w ~ ( -1 )  :(w). 
Next, we recall the definition of the weighted Hecke algebras (cf. [8]). 
From now on, F is an abelian group and e is the unit element of F. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let q~ be a weight of W into F. For w ~ W, we 
denote ~o(w) by qlw/2. Let ,,~(W) be the free Z[F] module having the set 
{T'; w ~ W} as a basis and multiplication so that 
T~' w if w < sw,  
TIT" ' = ~q,T~'w+(q~-e)T"  i f sw<w 
for w ~ W and s ~ S. We call ~(W)  the weighted Hecke algebra (of W 
with respect o q0. 
It is known that ,Tg~(W) is an associative algebra (see [6, Sect. 7] for a 
more general theory). For s ~ S, we can easily see that (T~) -1 = (qj-1 _ 
e)T e + qj-1T~'. Then, we can define weighted parabolic Hecke modules. 
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DEFNTION 2.4. Let cp be a weight of W into I. For w E W, we 
denote p(w) by qw I/*. Let A(cp) be the 2 subalgebra of Z[l?] generated by 
k.ry2; s E S} and 3/ be a weight of W into A(p) with Jr(s) = -e or 
i++(s) = q, for each s E S. In the same way, for w E W, we denote $(w) by 
u,. After this, for convenience, we denote e by 1. Also, for s E S,_we put 
6, := qs if u, = - 1 and 6, := - 1 if U, = qs. Note that the map + of W 
into A(q), defined as follows, also satisfies the condtions for +. 
ij( e) := e, I$( sls2 m-v sm) := ~2,,ii,~ --- fis, 
for a reduced expression s1s2 **. s, in W. 
Let M&,(W) be the free Z[I’] module with basis {m$, w E W’). For 
s E S, we define L’(S) E Hom,trl CM, ,(W>> as follows: , 
I qsrniL + (qs - 1)m:J if sw < w, C(s)m’,J := rnfw if w < SW E WJ, IJ s w 
Lw(;; ) 
if w <SW E WJ, 
rJ 
ffwmw := C uwLr(s)mz. 
J WEWJ 
Then, we call M;p”, #(WI the weighted parabolic Hecke module (of WJ with 
respect to CJJ and I+?). 
Let pJ be a map from A$(W) to Mi, ,(W> defined by 
where xJ and xJ are unique elements satisfying x = x’x,, xJ E W”, and 
xJ E W,. Then, we have the following. 
LEMMA 2.5. (i) pi is onto. 
(ii) For s E S and x E W, L’(sx p$?i)) = pJ(T’T,‘). 
(iii) For s E S, L’(s)* = q,L’(e) + (q, - l)L’(s), where L’(e) is the 
identity map on Mi, ,(W>. 
(iv) Let s, t E S. If the order of st is k, then 
Lys)L’(t)Lys) *-- =L’(t)L’(s)L’(t)...(ktemzseach). 
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(v) For  w ~ W and x ~ W J, we can define 
i fw  = e, 
i f  s1s  "'" S m 
is a reduced expression o f  w. 
lC(e)m (= 
T ' .  m'[ := l(L,(sl)L,(s2)... L'(Sm))m'[
\ 
Namely,  M~, ~,(W) has an ~(W) -modu le  structure. 
(vi) For  w ~ W, p'1(T') = T ' .  m'e J.
P roof  (i) is easy by the definition of p~. Let us show (ii). Let  y ~ W J 
and z ~ Wj satisfying x = yz. We will consider four cases. 
Case (a): sx < x and sy < y. In this case, we can easily get (ii) by the 
definition of p~ and Definit ion 2.3. 
Case (b): sx < x and y < sy. In this case, there exists z' ~ W such that 
z' < z and x = syz'. By the uniqueness of the decomposit ion, sy ~ W J. 
Then, we have 
IZ ( s ) (  p'j( T ' )  ) = UzU=m J .  
On the other hand, by the equality that x = syz' = yz, we have u z = u,uz,.  
Thus, we get 
p'~(T~T') = uz (u ; lqs  + qs - 1)mJ  = u~usm'  ~, 
where we use the fact that u-j lqs + qs - 1 = u s if and only if u s = qs or 
u s = - 1. 
Case (c): x < sx and sy ~ W J. In this case, (ii) immediately follows 
from the direct calculation. 
Case (d): x<sx  andsy~W J. Then, we can see that y <sy~W J. 
Hence,  we have 
IZ ( s ) ( p'j ( T~, ) ) = u ~ u ~ m' /  . 
Since sy ~ W J and y ~ W J, there exists s' ~ J such that sy = ys'. So, we 
know that sx = syz = ys'z,  y ~ W J, and s'z ~ Wj. Hence, we have 
p' j (T :7" )  = us ,zm~ = usu~m' / .  
Therefore,  (ii) holds. In particular, (ii) holds if and only if u, = q~ or 
u s = - 1 for each s ~ S. We can easily show the equalities (iii) and (iv) by 
Definit ion 2.3, the definition of p~, and (ii). (v) is easily shown by (iv). (vi) 
immediately follows f rom (ii), (v), and the equality p' j(T')  = m'J. Q.E.D. 
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- -  j 
We define an operation on M~,, (W)  as follows: 
-V~ b~7:= E b~Y -1 for E b~y~ Z[F] ,  
'y~F y~F ',/~F 
m'd := m'/ fo r  w W 
rJ E J ~., awm'Jw := ~_~ a~rn w-  'J for ~ awm~ M~,¢(W) .  
wE W J w E W J wE  W J 
We can see by (iii) in the following lemma that the operation - is an 
involution on M~, ,(W). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let x ~ W ~ and s ~ S. Then, we have 
(i) m~= p~(~), 
(ii) T; . raft= T~ . re'if, 
(iii) m~= m 'J X~ 
where we put T w := T'71 for w ~ W. 
Proof. (i) immediately follows from Lemma 2.5 (vi). Let us show (ii). 
We will consider three cases. 
Case (a): sx < x. By (i) and the equality T '~ = T-~, we have 
r ' .m~ = q-1 ,J s msx + (q ; - l _  1)mJ  
= qj-~9;(~-~) + (q;-1 _ 1)pj(Txx ) 
= (q ;1T ;  + (qj-1 _ 1)T;).re'Ix 
= m'x'. 
By direct calculation, we can easily see (ii). 
Let s' ~ J, satisfying sx = xs'. Then we have 
T~ . m'~ = u~- lm~. 
Case(b): x<sx~ W J. 
Case(c): x<sx~W J. 
On the other hand, noting that sx = xs', we have 
T s • m~ = p~(Tj~----~) 
= 
= Txx" ((q~;'u,, + q;;1 _ 1)re' J)  
= (q~- lu  s +qs  I - -  1)m~ 
= u s l~xJ .  
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Hence, (ii) is valid. We will show (iii) by induction on f (x) .  If f (x )  = 0, 
we can easily see (iii) by the equality that T-e'~ = T'. We suppose that (iii) 
holds when f (x )  < k (k > 1) and we will show (iii) holds for the case 
f (x )  = k. Let s ~ S satisfying sx < x. Then, by (ii) and our inductive 
hypothesis, we have 
! tJ me= r; "msx 
tJ 
~ss "msx  
, ,J 1 -~m, i  =qsTs "msx + (qs -  , ~ 
t tJ 
Ts . msx  
= mPx J. 
Hence, (iii) is shown by induction. Q.E.D. 
For example, we can compute the following. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. (i) For s ~ S fh W J, m~= q~ lm'J + (qT' - 1)m'J. 
(ii) Fors,  t ~S such that s t~ W J and s~t ,  
-1 tJ (q ,  (ms, + (1 -q t )m' f  + (1 -q~)m' /  + (q~-  1) (q / -  1)m'J) 
, j=  ~ i f s~W J, 
- '  " a~(qt -  1)m'J) mst  I q~t (mst+(1  q~)m/+ 
if s ~ W J. 
3. WEIGHTED PARABOLIC R POLYNOMIALS 
In this section, we define weighted parabolic R polynomials by using the 
involution and show some equalities for the polynomials. 
DEFINITION 3.1. There exists a unique family of polynomials {R~w(q)~ 
Z[F]; x, w ~ W J} satisfying the condition 
m'Jw = qw 1 ~., (-1)/(x)+/(W)R~w(q),m'xJ for w ~ W J. 
x~W 1 
We call these polynomials R~w(q)~, weighted parabolic R polynomials of 
W J. For convenience, we put Rx w(q)~ := 0 if x ~ W J or w ~ W J. 
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By Definition 3.1, we can easily check the following. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let x, w ~ W J. 
(i) n~x(q)  ~ = 1 for  x ~ W s. 
(ii) RJw(q)~o = 0 i f x  ~ w. 
For example, we can compute the following. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. (i) For  x ,w ~ W J with x < w and qwqx 1= qs, 
R~(q)~ = q~ - 1. 
(ii) Fors ,  t~Swi ths t~ W Jand  s~t ,  
( (q , -  1 ) (q , -  1) i f s~W s, 
Re'st(q)o'J = ~[FG(qt- 1) if s ~ W J. 
An inductive formula for the weighted parabolic R polynomials is the 
following. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let x, w ~ W J and s ~ S with sw < w. Then, we have 
R,~, ~w (q) ~, /fsx < x, 
el I rJ R~,w(q)~ + - i fx  < sx ~ W: ,  = q~R,x ,~(q)*  (qs 1)R~w(q)*  
l u  R 'J " "~ ~,s~(q)+ i fx  < sx ~ W I. 
rJ tJ By the equality that m W = Tr~ • msw, we can easily obtain this lemma. 
We define some more notation. 
Notation 3.5. (i) For  P = Ev~ra~3'  ~ Z[F] and 3' ~ F, we put 
[3 ' ] (P )  := av. 
In other words, [3'](P) is the coefficient of 3' in P. 
(ii) Let r = #{q,; s ~ S} and put {q~1'q,2,'",q~r } = {q~; s ~ S}, 
where #A is the cardinality of a set A. Put 
r/1 n 2 F" := {qs~ q~  " ' "  n r "  qsr ,  n i  ~ Z for i ~ [r]},  
where [r] := {1, 2 . . . . .  r}. 
(iii) For  /z, 3' ~ F", we denote /.c < 3" if and only if there exist 
Elhltlh2 hr ilkll-lk2 kr integers h i and k i with  h i < k i ,  ~ = _as 1 _,s 2 . . .  qsr , and 3" = _z.g I =15 2 " ' "  qs r . 
(iv) For x, w ~ W with x _< w, we put 
F '+(x ,w)  := {3" ~ F"; e < y < qwq;1}. 
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We can easily see the following properties. 
LEMMa 3.6. Let a, fl, y, ix ~ F" and x, w ~ W. 
(i) I f  a <~ [3, then [3-1 <1 Or-1. 
(ii) I f  a <1 [3 and y "~ tz, then ay  <1 [3Ix. 
(iii) I f  x <_ w in W, then qx "~ qw. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) immediately follow from the definition of the nota- 
tion <1 . We can easily obtain (iii) by the subword property. Q.E.D. 
In general, we can see the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let x, w ~ W ] with x < w and P ~ Z[F]. Then 
P ~ Z[F" (x,w)]  if and on~ if qwqwlP ~ Z[F'+(x,w)] I. + 
Proof. By the equality that qwqxlqwqxl f i  = P, we may show only that 
q~q; lp  ~ Z[F'~(x,w)] if P ~ Z[F'~(x,w)]. Let y ~ F and suppose that 
[y ] (qwq; lp )  ~ O. Then, we have [y - lqwq; l ] (p )  ~ O. Hence, by our as- 
sumption, we have e <~ y- lqwqx I <1 qwqx 1. So, by Lemma 3.6 (i) and (ii), 
we get e ~ y ,~ qw qx 1. This completes the proof of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
For the weighted parabolic R polynomials, the following is valid. 
LEMMA3.8. For x, w ~ W ] with x < w, 
R~(q)  ¢,, -1 ,J Z[ l-,t; (x, w)] q~qx R~,w(q) ¢, ~ 
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, we may show only the following: 
r J  Rx,w(q)  (1) 
We will show (1) by induction on f (w).  In the case f (w)  = 0 (i.e., w = e), 
since R~e(q) ~ = 1 we get (1). We suppose that (1) holds when / (w)  < n 
(n _> 1) and we will show that it holds in the case / (w)  -- n. Let s e S 
satisfying sw < w. We will consider three cases. 
Case (a): sx < x. By Lemma 3.4, the equality qswq~ 1 = qwq~l, and our 
inductive hypothesis, we obtain (1). 
Case (b): x < sx ~ W J. By Lemma 3.4, if [y](R~(q)~) ~ 0, then 
[y](qsR~x,~(q), + (q~ , O. Hence, 
[yqs 1 ] 'J (Rsx,sw(q)~,) ÷ 0 or 
[yq~- l ] (R*sw(q)~)  * 0 or [y l (R~,.~(q)¢)  * O. 
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So, by our inductive hypothesis, 
e < yq~ -1 <1 q, wq~x I or e < yqs -1 < qswqx I or e < 3/< qswqx 1. 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.6, we get e <~ y <~ qwqx 1. Hence, (1) holds. 
Case (c): x < sx ~ W J. Equation (1) immediately follows from Lemma 
3.4 and Lemma 3.6. Q.E.D. 
The following proposition is a key to this article. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let x, w ~ W J.
(i) (-1)/(x)+l(W)qwqxl'-"J''rtx,wtq)~,= R~(q)~,, 
l~ l (Y )+ l (W)R 'Y  ("'~ P ' J  ( "~ --- t~x w (Kronecker  de l ta ) .  (ii) Ex  < y<w(- -  . x ,y~. l ,q j . .y ,w,~l )~ , 
Proof. We will show (i) by induction on f (w) .  In the case l (w)  = 0, (i) 
is easily obtained by Lemma 3.2. We suppose that (i) holds when f (w)  < k 
(k > 1) and we will show it holds in the case t (w)  = k. By the inequality 
k> 1, there exists s~S such that sw<w.  In the cases sx<x or 
x < sx ~ W J, by Lemma 3.4 and our inductive hypothesis, we can easily get 
(i). In the case x < sx ~ W J, we have 
~xf(x)+f(w) - l~t J  z x ~x/ (x )+f (w)  -1  ~ nr J  r x 
( - l )  qwqx ~Xx,wl, q)g, = ( - l )  qwq~ u~Jx~,~tq)~ 
= u ,g~(q)  
tJ 
= Rx ,w(q)  ~,, 
where we use Lemma 3.4 and our inductive hypothesis. Hence, we obtain 
(i) by induction. 
Let us show (ii). By (i) and the equality 'J ,s m w = row, 
~xf (y )+f (w)~t J  z \ #J m'~ = qw Y'~ ( -1 )  lgy,w( q)~pmy 
yEW -r 
= ~,  ~.  . . l (x )+ l (w)  - l - , J  . . . .  J . .  ,J 
t -1 )  qwqy Ky,wtq)~JXx, y[q)e~mx 
y<w x<y 
x<w x<y~w .x f (x )+f (y )n#J  / x - -p J  ~ ., = Y~ (~ ( - -1)  l~x,ytq)~,l~y,w[q,~)m . 
Hence, we have 
E (-1)/(~)+t(Y)R~y(q) 'J , CRy,w(q)8 = 8 x ~. 
x<y<w 
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Thus, we obtain 
(-1)l(Y)+/(W)R~y(q) ,J 13/(~)+/(w)8 ~Ry,w(q)~ = ( -  , ~,w = 8x,~" 
x<y<w 
Therefore, (ii) is shown by induction. Q.E.D. 
Next, we recall the definition of the weighted R polynomials (cf. [8]) in 
order to investigate the relationship between the polynomials and the 
weighted parabolic R polynomials. 
DEFINITION 3.10. There exists a unique family of polynomials {R'~,w(q) 
Z[F]; x, w ~ W} satisfying the condition 
= qw 1 ~_~ ( -1) t (x)+f(W)R'x ,w(q)T  " for w ~ W. 
xEW 
We call these polynomials R'x,w(q) weighted R polynomials of W. 
Then, by Lemrna 2.6 (i) and the definitions of R'~,w(q) and R~(q)~,, the 
following proposition is easily obtained. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let x, w ~ W J. 
J J  ~ 
Rx,w(q)~ E ( -  1)/(Y)uyR'xy w(q)" 
y~ Wj 
We can easily see the following relationship between RJw(q) ¢ and other 
kinds of R polynomials. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let x, w ~ W. 
(i) n w(q), = R'x,w(q). 
(ii) Let u = q or u = -1 .  I f  q, = q and u s = u for any s ~ S, then 
, -- Rx,~(q)u, where R~,~(q)u is a parabolic R polynomial (cf. [4, 
5, 10]). 
(iii) I f  q, = q for  any s ~ S, then R~(q)~,  = Rx.~(q), where R~.~(q) is 
an R-polynomial (cf. [7, 6]). 
4. WEIGHTED PARABOLIC 
KAZHDAN-LUSZTIG POLYNOMIALS 
The purpose of this section is to construct the weighted parabolic 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. Let F' be the subgroup of F generated by a 
set ,~/st"l/2", s ~ S}. Also, let r = #{q~/2; s ~ S} and put ~,1t"1/2, q~2-1/2' • • ", q~rl/2} 
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{ 1/2, (ri kl/Eak2/2 rlkr/2" k i ~ Z for Vi E Jr]} = q~ • s ~ S}. Note that F' . . . .  ~- lS l  "1s2 " /$ r  ' 
and F" G F'. F rom now on, we use only the abelian group F and the 
weight q~ of W into F satisfying that ok~/2a k2/2 ... a kr/2 -'~1 "~  -1~, = e if and only if 
k i = 0 for all i ~ [r]. First, we define a total order on F'. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We define a "strong order"  on F' as a total order < 
which satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). 
(i) For  a ,  fl, y ~ F', if a < fl, then aT  <_ fly. 
(ii) For  anys~S,e<q~/2 .  
PROPOSITION 4.2. I"  has a strong order. 
_ ahl/2ah2/2 ... q~r/2 and fl = q~l /Eq~/2  Proof  For two elements, a - _1~1 -,sz 
• .. a k'/z in F', we define a < fl if and only if h i = k i for all i ~ [r], or 
--X$ r 
"there exists t ~ [r] such that h i = k i for any i ~ It - 1] and h t < k r "  
Then, we can easily see that this order is a total order satisfying the above 
conditions (i) and (ii). Q.E.D. 
Note that condition (ii) is similar to a condition used by Lusztig (cf. [8]). 
F rom now on, we fix a strong order on F'. Put F'+ .'= {y ~ F'; e < y} and 
F'_ := {Y ~ F'; Y < e}(= (F '+)- I ) .  Then, we can easily obtain the following. 
LEMMA 4.3. (i) For  y ~ F', y ~ F'+ if  and only if Y -  1 ~ F'_. 
(ii) For a,  fl, y, Ix ~ F', if a < [3 and y <_ tz, then aT  < [3t~. 
(iii) For  a,  [3 ~ F", i f  a < [3, then a <_ [3. 
(iv) For x, w ~ W, if  x <_ w, then q~ <_ qw. 
Let F'~:= {3' ~ F"; e ~ y}. Then, we can define weighted parabol ic 
Kazhdan-Luszt ig  polynomials as follows: 
PROPOSmON 4.4. There exists a unique family o f  polvnomials {P~J,w(q)~ ~ 
ZfF" ]; x, w ~ W J} satisfying the fol lowing conditions: t + 
tJ Px .~(q) ,= l ,  P ' . J~(q) ,=0 i f x .~w,  
q-1 /2 , . ,1 /2  p ,  Y t -~  Z[F '_ ]  if x w, w "Ix " x,w~,tl} ~1' ~ < 
~x ~,~tq) ,  ~ 'J 'J = Rx .y (q) ,Py ,w(q)~.  (2) 
x<y<_w,y~W J 
Proof. Note that (2) and the following equality are equivalent. 
q-1 /2 ,~ l /2 .od  [~ __ a -1 /2 f l l /2p f J  [ -~,  
w `ix "x ,w~l I t~  -~w -~tx -x ,wkt t )¢  
---- ° -  1/2r/1/2 E Rd tJ ~w ~ x, y(q),/,Py,w(q) ~ • (3) 
x<y<w 
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First, we will show the existence of the polynomials P',J~(q)~, satisfying the 
conditions by induction on / (w) - / (x ) .  If / (w) - / (x )= 0, we put 
P'J,w(q), '= 1 if x = w and P',Jw(q), '= 0 if x ~ w. Then, we can easily 
check that P'J,~,(q), satisfies the conditions. We suppose that x < w and 
there exist polynomials Py,Jw(q), satisfying the conditions for any element y
in W J with x < y < w. Let P be the right-hand side of (3). By Lemma 3.8 
and our inductive hypothesis, we know that P ~ Z[F']. Hence, by the 
equality that F' = F'+ U F'_ tO {e} (disjoint union), there uniquely exist P1 ~ 
Z[F'+], P2 ~ Z[F'_], and c ~ Z[e] such that P = P1 - P2 + c. Particularly, 
by our inductive hypothesis and Lemma 3.8, we can see that ,,1/2~,-a/2p ffw ~/x 1, 
ql/2,,-1/20 and 1/2 -1 /2  • ~x -2 cqw qx are elements in Z[F+]. By our inductive 
hypothesis and Lemma 3.9, we have 
P1 P2 -at- c al/2a- 1/2 E ' J  - 1 -- = Rx,y(q)~qw qy ~ 'J ,J -~, -~x Ry, z(q)~Pz,w(q)¢ 
x<y<w y<z~w 
=qwl l2q 1/2 E (-1)/(:)+/(x) 
x<z<w 
(E / I , f ( z )+f f (Y )Dt J /~ , -Dt J ) t J  × k-x )  "'~, yt tlJ ~,"y, z(q) ~, Pz,w(q)* 
x<y<z 
= --a-1/2t'11/2 E tJ ,J -,w -,~ R~, ~(q) ~,P~,w(q) ~, 
x<g<w 
= -P1  +P2-c"  
Hence, we can see that P1 =/ '2  and c = 0. It follows that 
P2 - P2 qw 1/2al/2 E 'J 'l - -  = =~, R.,y(q)*P~,w(q) *.
x<y<w 
Therefore, we know that the polynomial '-/w~l/2~-l/2D'-/x --2 satisfies all condi- 
tions for P',Jw(q),. Thus, the existence of the polynomials P',Jw(q)~ was 
shown by induction. The uniqueness of the polynomials is obvious by the 
method of the proof of the existence above. Q.E.D. 
We define the "uniquely" determined polynomials from Proposition 4.4 
as the weighted parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials with respect to 
the strong order < . For convenience, we put Px,Jw(q)q, := 0 if x ~ W J or 
w~W J. 
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For example, we can compute weighted parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials as follows: 
EXAMPLE 4.5. (i) For x, w ~ W J with x < w, P',Jw(q)¢, = 1. 




- -  q t  
if s ~ W J or "s ~ W J, u~ = - 1, qls/2 = ql/2,,, 
if s ~ W J, u~ = - 1, qls/2 < ql/2, 
i f s~W J ,u~= -1 ,  q1/2>q1/2,  
i f s~ W J ,u~=q, .  
Note that the coefficients of the weighted parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials are not always nonnegative (cf. Remark 7.5 in this article). 
Although we described P'J,w(q)~, as an element in Z[F'~], the following 
holds in fact. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let x, w ~ W J and y ~ F" +. 
(i) I f  x < w and [y](P'J,~(q)o) 4= 0, then y < q1/2q;1/2. 
d - qwqx P~,w(q)~ Z[F'~_(x,w)]. (ii) l f  x < w, then P~,w(q)~, -1 ,J 
Proof. (i) By our assumption, we have 
[yqwl/2ql/2](qwl/2 1/2 tJ _ ,  qx P',~(tl)¢,) 4= O. 
,~- l /2~l /2pd  [n~ Hence, by the fact that uw ,ix x,w~q}~ ~ Z[F'_] if x < w, we get 
-1 /2  1/2 Yqw qx < e. Therefore, we obtain 
"~ < n l /2a -1 /2  
"/w -/x 
(ii) By Proposition 3.7, we may show only the following. 
" 
P~,w(q) ~ ~ (4) 
We will show (4)by induction on / (w) - / (x ) .  In case / (w)  - / (x )  = 0 
(i.e., x = w), we have P',Jw(q)¢ = 1 and we have (4). We suppose that (4) 
holds when / (w)  - / (x )  < k (k _> 1) and we will show this one in the 
tJ case / (w)  - / (x )  = k. By the definition of P~,w(q)¢, we have 
q q -  1DIJ / ~ d d d 
w x rx,w[q)~, P~,w(q)* E - = Rx,y(q),Py,w(q), .  
x<y<w 
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We suppose that [y](P'fw(q)~). O. If [y](qwq;1pd.,,(q)q). O, by (i) of 
this lemma, we can see 
Y < °1/2° -1 /2  
"XW ~/X 
Hence, we obtain 
and "y-lqwqxl < al/Za -1/2 
-1  W -1 X " 
3/ < a l /2a -1 /2  < T 
-1  W " l  X 
and this is a contradiction. Therefore, 
tJ [Y](qwqxl-ff~J,w(q)*- P~,w(q)o) ~ 0. 
So, we have 
Rx,y(q),P~,~(q) , 4: O. 
x<y<w 
Then, there exist p,/x ~ F'~_ and y ~ W J such that 
T=pm,  x<y<_w,  
Hence, by Lemma 3.8 and our inductive hypothesis, we have e <~ p <1 qyq~l 
and e </~ <~ qwq~ 1. So, by Lemma 3.6(ii), we obtain e < y < qwqx 1. Thus, 
(4) was shown by induction. This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
The relationship between the weighed parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig poly- 
nomials and other kinds of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials i the following. 
Remark 4.7. Let x, w ~ W. 
( i )  '~  ' ' P'. w(q), = Px. w(q), where P~, w(q) is a weighted Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomial introduced by Lusztig [8] (see Definition-Proposition 7.1 in 
this article). 
(ii) Le tu=qoru= -1.  I fq ,=qandu s=uforanys~S, then  
p'~ ( " , x,w q), = P]~(q)u, where P~(q)u is a parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig poly- 
nomial (cf. [4, 5, 10]). 
(iii) Ifqs q for anys~S,  then ,6 = P~,~(q), = Px, w(q), where Px,~(q) 
is a Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial (cf. [7, 6]). 
5. COMBINATORIAL FORMULAS FOR P',J~(q)~ 
In this section, we define weighted parabolic R polynomials for multi- 
chains in W J and give combinatorial formulas for the weighted parabolic 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials by using such polynomials. These combina- 
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torial formulas are extensions of Deodhar's results [5]. First, we define 
some notation. 
Notation 5.1. For P = Ev ~ r, avy  ~ Z[F'] and /z ~ F', we put 
U~( P )  := E arT,  L~( P )  := E arT.  
/x<y y</z 
Note that F' has a total order (see Proposition 4.2). 
The following lemma is easily obtained. 
LEMMA 5.2. For P ~ Z[F'] and y, tz ~ F', we have 
(i) Uv(P)= Ly-l(ff), 
(ii) gUy(P)  = U~r(I~P), 
(iii) I~Ly(P) = L~y( IxP). 
Then, the weighted parabolic R polynomials for multichains are defined 
as follows: 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let r ~ N. For a0, a l , . . .  , a r+l ~ V~zJ with a 0 < a 1 < 
"'" < at+ 1, i.e., a o < a I < ... < ar+ 1 is a multichain in W J, we put 
~2'J ,ar+1(q)'P a0,ai,...  
[ z .x f f (a l )+f f (ao)n , J  i x 
~ t - 1) ~x ao,al( q) (~ 
"-'- "/ge'f~(q),Uol.  ~-1/2(q~ q : l~ , J  ~ (q)~) 
O) 1 ~lar+l"la 1 k r+ l  l 1 '  2 , ' " )  r+ l  
if r=  O, 
i f r>  1. 
, J  From now on, we also use the notat ions  ,..~(aO, al . . . . .  ~,+,)(q)¢ 
~' J  ~+,)(q)~, instead of ~"J  ar+,(q)~,. 
ao, a l ,  . . . .  ak ,  ( ak  + 1, • " , ao ,  a l ,  • ' ' ,  
Our aim in this section is to show the following. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let x, w ~ W J. 
(i) I f  x < w, then 
and 
tJ  
Px,w(q) ~ = E "~cJ(q) ~, 
Cei/1(x,w) 
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.~#(X,W) '= U ((ao,al . . . . .  at+l) E (WJ)'+2; 
r>O 
(ii) I f  x < w, then 
x = a o < a 1 <_ ... < at+ 1 = W).  
where we put  
C~SrJ(x,w) 
°q#(x 'w)  '= U ( (ao ,a l , ' " ,a r+ l )  E (wJ)r+2; 
r>O 
X = a o < a 1 < ... < ar+l = W}.  
JJ We will begin with the investigation of the polynomials ~q~'a0,  t . . . . .  at+ l(q)~" 
First, we have the following. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let  x, w ~ W J with x < w and C ~ ~g J ( x, w ). 
" - '  " z[r';(x,w)] c (q)¢~, qwqx ~ (q)q, ~ 
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, we may show only the following: 
tJ .~'~ (q ) ,  ~ Z[F '+(x,w)] .  (5) 
Put C = (a 0, a l , . . . ,  ar+l) and let us show (5) by induction on r. In the 
case r --- 0, we get (5) by Lemma 3.8. We suppose that (5) holds when 
r < k (k > 1) and we will show this for the case r -- k also. First, we 
suppose that 
[iz](qak+,q~l~q~'a~,a2 ..... a~.,(q) '/') v~ 0. 
Then, by our inductive hypothesis and Proposition 3.7, we have 
e <~ lz "~ qa,+,qa~'" (6) 
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Therefore, if ['y](~"0J,~, ..... ,k+1(q)~,) 4= 0, then there exist p,/x ~ F~_ such 
that 
rJ 
"/ = p/Z,  [p](,.~'ao,al(q) qj ~O, 
[ ~"~] (Uol/2\ .ak+l.la I'-~:(qa, ,+,q~ 1~:~,a2,..., ak+,(q) ~)) 4= O. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.6 (ii), (6), and our inductive hypothesis, we obtain 
-1 
e <~ y = ptx <~ qa~+lq~o • 
Thus, (5) was shown by induction. This completes 
lemma. 
By Lemma 3.9 (i), we can easily see the following. 
LEMMA 5.6. For x, w ~ W J, we have 
the proof  of the 
Q.E.D. 
, J  t~/ (x )+f (w)  -1  ~/ J  :
~a~;,w(q)q, = (- ' )  qw qx~x,w(q)(o • 
Moreover,  we can obtain the following. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let x ,w  ~ W J, r ~ P, and (a o ,aa , . . . ,a r+ l )  ~ 
~fJ(x, w). I f  ~.~ta~,a I ..... ar+l(q)tb ~ 0, then we have the following: 
t l  f j r  (i) For y ~ F+, if [y]( J~ ( ) ) 4= O, then ,ql /2a-1/2 < T" 
aO, a l , . . . ,a r÷ 1 q ~ " lar+l- la 1 
(ii) ai < hi+ 1 for any i ~ [r]. 
(iii) r < f (w)  - f (x ) .  
Proof. Statement (i) immediately follows from the definition of 
~' J  ar+, (q) , .  a0, al,..., 
Let us show (ii) by induction on r. In the case r = 1, if a 1 = a 2, then we 
can easily see that ~'~J0, al, a2(q)~ = 0 and this contradicts our assumption. 
Hence, we have a I < az. We suppose that (ii) holds when r < k (k > 2) 
and we will show this for the case r = k. By our assumption that 
~,Ja0,. • •, ak+l(q)q ' =~ 0 and the definition of ~":~0, ~1,... ,,k+l(q)~,, there exists 
y ~ F" such that + 
[y](qak+tq~l~q~'a~ . . . . .  ak+l(q), ) :~ 0 (7) 
and 
q l /2  o-1/2 < y. (8) ak+ 1"/a l 
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-1  -1  t J  From (7), we have [Y qak+~qal ](~'.~ ...... k+~(q)~, ) ~ 0 and we have 
-1  -1 .  q l /2  q - l~2 < Y q~k+~qa~ 
ak+ 1 a2 (9) 
Here  we use (i) of  this proposit ion. Hence,  f rom (8) and (9), we can see 
qa/2 < ol/2 Thus, we get a I < a 2. On the other hand, by our inductive 
a I " /a  2 • 
hypothesis, we have a 2 < a 3 < ... < ar+ 1" Therefore,  we obtain a I < a 2 
< ... < a,+ 1- Thus, (ii) was shown by induction. 
Statement (iii) immediately follows f rom (ii). Q.E.D. 
Then, the following corollary is easily obtained. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Letx ,  w ~ W J wi thx < w and (ao, a~,a2, . . . ,ar+ 1) 
~ J (x ,  w). 
(i) I f  : (w)  - : (x )  < r, then 
~' :  ~(q) ~, = 0.  
a0,a l , . . . ,a r+ 
(ii) 
1. f(ao)+f(al)r~l[or J : _ '~  .~ ( ( - l )  t¢l[l,a0,al~tl)~0} i f r  = O, 
[e] ,~'a~,al ..... a,+~(q)~0) = 0 i f r  > 1. 
Corollary 5.8 (i) guarantees that the right-hand side of Theorem 5.4 (i) is 
a finite sum. For  w ~ W ~ and k ~ P, we put w (k) := (w, w . . . . .  w) ~ (W J) k. 
Then, we can easily see the following. 
LEMMA5.9. Let x, w ~ W J with x < w. 
(i) ..O~>(q)~, = 0 i l k  > 3, 
(ii) ~'x:w(k)(q)¢ = 0 if k > 2. 
As our last preparat ion for the proof  of Theorem 5.4, we will show the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. For x, w ~ W J, we have 
[e](P'%(q)~,) = (-1):(x)+/(W)[e](R*w(q)6). (10) 
Proof. I f  x ~ w, then both sides of (10) are equal to 0. Hence,  we will 
show this proposit ion under the condition that x < w by induction on 
f (w)  - f (x ) .  In the case f (w)  - f (x )  = 0 (i.e., x = w), we have 
-~\:(w)+:(w)l" I /~t J  .," ",. \ 
[e](ew' Jw(q),)  = 1 = ( -x )  lelI, Kw,w(q)(, ). 
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We suppose that (10) holds when eC(w) - l (x )  < k - 1 (k > 1) and we 
will show this for the case / (w)  - l (x )  = k. By the definition of P'[w(q),, 
[e]( P'[w(q)¢, ) = [e](qwG-l~,--~-TZq-r-xp-,~(q)~,) 
- Rx,y(q)~,Py,w(q)~, . (11) 
x<y<w 
If [e](qwqx 1P'[w(q ) ~,) v~ 0, by Lemma 4.6 (i) we can see q~q; 1 < ql/2q; 1/2 
and this is a contradiction. Thus, by (11), we obtain 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.8, Lemma 3.9 (ii), Lemma 4.6 (ii), and our 
inductive hypothesis, 
x<y<w 
( l'/(Y)+/(w)t~'J t'q ' D'J " \ ) =-- [e l  E (--x) "'x,yt )O"y,wtq)(o 
x<y<w 
= ( - 1)/(x)+l(W)[e] (R~w(q) 4, ). 
We have just completed the proof of Proposition 5.10. Q.E.D. 
At last, we can prove Theorem 5.4. 
Proof of Theorem 5.4. We will show (i) by induction on t (w)  - l (x ) .  
In the case l (w)  - l (x )  = 0 (i.e., x = w), by Lemma 5.9 (i), we have 
E <~c'J(q) * = '~ff, w (q) ¢, = P'J, w (q) * • 
C ~Ae'J(w, ) 
We suppose that (i) holds when / (w)  - t (x )  < k (k > 1) and we will 
show this for the case / (w)  - / (x )  = k. By Lemma 4.6 (ii) and Lemma 
5.5, for any 3' ~ F'~_(x, w) we may show only the following equality: 
c~¢qx,w) 
Since the cardinality of F"+(x, w) is finite, we will show (12) by induction 
on the strong order defined on F'~_(x, w) ___ F'. First, we will show (12) for e 
F" ~ w ~ which is the minimum element in +tx, ). By Corollary 5.8 (ii) and 
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Proposition 5.10, we have 
[e]( ~ ~J (q )~, )= (-1)/(x)+/(W)[e](R~w(q)8) 
C e.KJ(x, w ) 
= [e](P':~(q) ~,). 
Let y ~ F'~_(x, w). We suppose that (12) holds for all/.~ ~ F'~_(x, w) satisfy- 
ing /~ < 3' and we show this for y. Now, for p ~ F' - F'+(x,w), it has 
already been shown that 
P ]f P'J " ( ) [ JL x,~(q)#,) = 0 = [ p]  E ~'bJ(q)* • 
C ~¢'I(x, w) 
Hence, for all /x ~ F' satisfying /z < y, we may suppose that 
[.](P':w(q)m) = [/~]( ~ .~'(q)~,). 
c e~C'J(x, w) 
By the definition of P':w(q)~,, we can see 
,J ,J ,q  ~, -1e , J  , ~ IJ 
= '-~.~,y(q),~ w y y,wLq),~ +~,w(q)~.  
x<_y<w 
Hence, by Lemma 5.5, we have 
[ T ]( P;:w(q)#,) -[T](.~'(~(q)~) 






[/x] (~a~,Jy(q) ~,) [ tx-~](qwq;]Py:w(q)~,) 
[/x] (~',Yy(q)~0)[ WY-lqwqyl](py:w(q)¢,). 
If [txy-lqwqyl](P;:w(q)~,)  O, by Lemma 4.6 (i), we can see 
I ~ < yqwl /2q  1/2.  
Hence, by Lemma 4.3 (iii), we obtain 
[T](P ' /w(q)~)-  [T](.~'[w(q),) 
= E E [/x ] (~':,Jy(q) ~) 
x<y<w ~F'~_, 
e< tx < yq~,l/2q~/Z 
X[ tx3,-lqwqyl](Py(w(q)~,). 
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If e _</d, < 3"qwl/2qlx/2, then we obtain ~3"- lqwqx l  < .2wal/2a-1/2-1x < 3". 
Hence, by Proposition 5.5, Lemma 5.9 (ii), and our inductive hypothesis, 
we get 
[3"](P'.Jw(q)g,) - [3'](JU~w(q)~) 
= E E [ ~](~';,Jy(q) ¢,) 
x<y<w g~F"+, 
e~ g< yq~l/2qly/2 
[ 
× [ ix3"-lqwqy 11[ 
E E 
x<y<w C~_.dC'.t(y,w) 
E J/'~J(q) ~o) 
C ~tC'J(y, w) 
E 
]~, /~- lye F'~_, 
¢< p < Tqwl/2q~/2 
×[ I.~-13" ] (qwqyl.-9~J ( q) g,) 
E E E 
x<y<w C~Alq(y,w) i.t, lz-ty~r,~_, 
ql/2qyt/2 < lx < T 
×[/x](q~qy 1~)  
E E E 
x~y<w C~¢'J(y,w) p,g-lT~F'~_ ' 
[ p. ] (~q~,,Sy (q)¢,) 
[ ~-  13,1 (,~'Jy(q) 0) 
[ /..I,- 13, ] ( ,-~r~c,Jy (q) 0 ) 
- l~ , J  ×[ tz](Uq~/Zqf~/2(qwqy C (q) ~)) 
[3' ](~"~y (q)q.,Uqlw/Zqfl/2 (qwqyl,9~ J(q) q,)) = E E 
x<_y<w C~' J (y ,w)  
= [ 3, ] (,_9~'x, c (q) ,/, ) 
x<y<w C~_,¢g.r(y,w) 
E [3,]('-~J(q)g,)- E [3,](~",J,~,~,(q)~) 
C~Al'J(x, w) k> 1 
E [ 3, ] ( ' ~ J ( q )  q,) 3' "-9~'I - [ ]( x,w(q)~,)" 
C ~trJ(x, w) 
Hence, it follows that 
3' P'J [ ](x.w(q)~,) = [3"]( 
Thus, (i) is shown by induction. 
C ~'J(x, w) 
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Let us show (ii). By Lemma 5.7 (ii), Lemma 5.2, and (i) of this theorem, 
we can see that 
pJ P~,~(q)* = E "9~(q) ~, 
C ~gJ(x ,  w) 
= E rJ + 
x<y<W, 
C=-¢t~J(y,w) 
- E ' J  + "-~',Jw (q)  - 'P~'~-, c (q) 6 ,/, 
x<y<w, 
C~SrJ(y,w) 
-- Z "J - "-~, c (q) ,/, 
x<y<w, 
C ~SrJ(y, w) 
~'~,c(q)* + ~,-(q)* 
C eSr1(x, w) 
C ~Sr1(x, w) C ~r-J(x, w) 
E "~q~bJ(q) O + E Uq~/2qx~/2(qwqxl"-~bJ(q)o) 
C ~-J(x, w) C ESrJ(x, w) 
• ~c1(q)t~+qwqxlLql/2qF1/2( ~_~ "~cJ(q) ~ ). 
C eSt'(x, w) C ~J J (x ,  w) : 
Hence, (ii) holds if and only if the following equality holds: 
tJ -1  cJ 
Px,w(q)~, - q~qx Px,w(q)~, = E ~'~J(q)~, 
c ~sr1(x, w) 
(13) 
We will show (ii) by induction on / (w)  - / (x ) .  In the case / (w)  - / (x )  
= 1, by (2), 
p, J  - - 1 tJ - 1 tJ 
x,w(q) ~ - qw qxP~,~(q)~, = qw qxRx,w(q) ~. 
Applying the bar operation to the equality above, we have 
rJ ,'7 , .~- lpt J  / ". ,J 
c ~sr"(x, w ) 
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So, we obtain (13) and (ii) holds in this case. We suppose that (ii) holds 
when f (w)  - f (x )  < k (k >__ 2) and we will show this for the case / (w)  - 
/ (x )  = k. By (2) and our inductive hypothesis, we get 
q ~- lp ,  J ,  , ,J _ R~w(q)  
E tJ tJ 
= Rx ,y (q)~P; ,w(q)  0 
x<y<w 
E tJ JJ = Rx ,y (q)  q, Lq~/2q; I /2( ,~(q)q~ ) 
x<y<w, 
C ~.gr:( y , w ) 
= Rx, y(q)~ofq71/2q~/2(-~(q)q, ) 
x<y<w, 
c ~rJ( y, w ) 
q~q~ 1 E tJ = ~,c (q)o  
x<y<w, 
C ~jrJ(y, w) 
qwqx I E ~'~J(q)  ¢, R ' J  " = - x,w(q) q,. 
C ~SrJ( x, w ) 
Applying the bar operation to the equality above, we get 
-1  p , J  . , ,J = 
q~ q ,  ~ ,w(q) ,  - ex,w(q), qwlq~ E "~bJ(q)*  • 
C ~J(x,  w) 
Therefore, we get (13) and (ii) holds. Thus, (ii) is shown by induction. 
Q.E.D. 
6. COEFF IC IENTS OF  P'[~(q)~o 
The purpose in this section is to show the following theorem and get an 
explicit formula of [qs ] (P f fw(q)¢)  for the minimum element qs in F'+n F" 
(s ~ S). 
THEOREM 6.1. For  x ,  w ~ W J and  y ~ F~, we have  




(ao ,  a 1 . . . .  ,a t+ l )  ( / z0 , /X l ,  • • • , /Zr+ l )  
~/l'J(x,w) ~,~r(y:ao,al,...,ar+ 1) 
r 
i=1~1 [ ~Zi+I ].~iqai+lqa'-rl+l] 
pJ + (14) 
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where we put 
~(7 :  ao ,a l  . . . . .  at+i )  
:= (( / .£Ovj[ /q, . . . , / .Lr+l)  ~ \[lP#+)r+l" 
e = ~r+l  < ~r  < "'" < /'/'1 ~ "Y, 
- I  -1  - -  qal qar+~ < t*i for i ~ [r]}.  i% = qao qa,+~Y , /*i+1 < /,/-1 -1 
Before we give the proof of Theorem 6.1, we will show the following. 
LEMMa 6.2. Letx ,  w ~ W J withx < w andr  ~ P. For (ao, a 1 . . . . .  at+ 1) 
~' J (x ,  w) and y ~ F"+, we have 
,J 
[ ")/] (~ao,  a I ..... ar+ l(q) t~) 
r 
-1 ,J 
= E H[  " i+ I I ' * iqa i . ,qa , . l l (ga , ,a ,+, (q )~)  • 
(F0,/xt ..... Fr+l) i=0 
~"(~:  ao, al, • •., at+ 1) 
Proof. By the definition of ~":a 0, a~,. .  .,a,+~(q)q,, we have 
[ "Y ] ('-~ra~, a  ..... ..+,(q) ¢.) 
pJ 
/.q ~ F'~_, e < ~,~ 
× . . . . .  
,J 
= z [ . r ' . l (~ 'oo ,o :q) , )  
X[ "1-1 q:  1] [~ , '  a,+,(q) ¢') 
qa...+l ~ l~, al . . . . .  
= z 1 . ;1 .1 (~,o : . (~) . )  
(Pq,/*2 .... , ~'r+ 1) 
, r+ 1 E(F+) ; p,r+ i =e, 
ql/2+lq~iil/2<tL i for iE[r]} 
x h[.r,i.rlqar+~qa,ll~,.a,+:q~o), o.  
i=1 
,Y 
= E [.;1,1(~'o0 a:~)*) 
(~a ,  ~'2 . . . . .  ~'r+ 1) 
{( ~1, ~2 ..... Iz~+ ,)E (r'~)~+ ~;
P'~+ I = e, e < ~ I~, q]/2+,q~ I/2 < lzi, 
e<~11tzi-1qa,+lq~l for i~[r]} 
- 1 -1  tJ 
X f i  [ /'zi+lljIJ~/- qa~+,qal ] (~ai ,a ,+x(q)  o)" 
i=1 
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Now, we can easily see the following: 
(i) e < ~i-ly if and only if tx 1 < T. 
-1  -1 (ii) For  i ~ [r], -1°1/2°-1/2a,+ 1-1 a i < J[~i and  e _< ]£i+11 l~i qa,+lqal 
-1 -1 only if ixi+ ~ < Ixi qa~+lqai < ~.  Hence, we have 
if and 
[Y ] (~,~ l  ..... a.+,(q) ~,) 
E 
(~1, //'2 . . . . .  /-~r + 1) 
E {(/A1,//'2 . . . . .  /£r+ 1 )E (r%)r+ l, 
e~/Ar+l<~r< '" ~ I~T , 
-1 -1 IZi+l<--I~i qa~+fl~z </Xi for i~[r]} 
)( h i  [d'?~+ll [£Zlqar+lqa-il]('-'q~'Jai+l(q)~) ai, i=l  
E 
(/-%,/zl,. •.,/~r+ 1) 
E,~"( "y : ao, a I ..... ar+l) 
E 
(//'0, I1"1 . . . . .  //'r+ 1) 
E~t('y : a0, a l , . . . ,  ar+ 1 ) 
[/-~11T ] (~Pa~, a l (q)  ¢ ) 
f i  [ tJ"~+ 1 [.J,?~ qar+ l ai 
1 q -  1 ] (~:~,a ,+, (q )  g,) 
i=O 
i=0 f i  [ JU"i + 1 ~ 'q#'+'  q~'+'] (-a Rai'tJ ai+l( q )  o )- 
This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. If x ~ w, then both sides of (14) are equal to 0. 
Hence, we may consider only the case of x < w. By Theorem 5.4 (i), 
Corollary 5.8 (i), and Lemma 6.2, we have 
[ Y ](P'~w(q)) 
/(w)-/(x) 
= E E 
r= l  (ao, at ..... ar+l)~q(x,w) 
/(w)-/(x) 
= E E 
r= l  (ao, al,...,ar+l) 
~'J(x, w) 
1(.-,¢ 's .,a,+l(q) g/) [~/ J~ ao,al,.. 
Z 
( P~o,/zl . . . . .  /zr+ 1) 
E~T: ao,al,...,ar+ 1) 
f i [  ~i+1 ]d'iqai+lqa-~l+l] 
i=0 
×(R'~,a~+1(q)~, ) + (-1)/(~)+<'w)[ylt'R'J - 
Therefore, this theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
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In particular, for s ~ S, if q~ is the minimum element in F'+ n F", then 
we get the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let x, w ~ W J and s ~ S. 
element in F'+ ~ F", then we have 
'~ { [q~](P',w(q) q,) = # y~WJ ;x<y<w,q~qy a 
+( .~t (x )+ l (w) r  ~l  n t J  z x 
- t )  tq~j[~Xx,w~q)~), 
I f  q~ is the minimum 
= q,, [x ,y]  = [x ,y]  Jq) 
(15) 
where we put 
Jq :={s~J ;us=q~},  [x ,y ] :={z~W;x<z<y},  
[x ,y]  Jq ,= [x ,y]  n WJq. 
Before the proof of Proposition 6.3, we will show the following. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let x, w ~ W J.
(i) 
[e l (R~(q)~)  = ( -1 )~ 'x '+~(~(~ _~ w,[x,w] = [x,w]~ ), 
where 
/~oo/. 
[3, Lemma 3.3]). 
1 if * is true, 
8(*)  := 0 i f *  isfalse and J := {s~J ;u  s= -1}. 
(ii) 
[e](n~w(q)~) = (-1)~(x~+~(w~(x ~ w,[x,w] = [x,w]~q). 
(iii) I f  J_= ck, 
[e](R~w(q)~ ) = (-1)/(x)+/(w)f(x _< w). 
Let us show (i). Note that the following equality is known (see 
6(xt~wforVt~J )  =~([x ,w]= [x,w] J) forx, w~W J. 
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Since J_  ~ J, we have W J c W y-. Hence, we may show that 
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[e](R~w(q)q,  ) = ( -1 ) / (~)+/ (~)8(x  _< w,  xt ~ w Vt  ~ J_ ) .  (16) 
We will show (16) by induction on / (w) .  In the case / (w)= 0 (i.e., 
w = e), we can easily see that (16) holds. We suppose that (16) holds when 
/ (w)  < k (k > 1) and we will show this for the case / (w)  = k. Let s ~ S 
satisfying sw < w. We will consider four cases. 
Case (a): sx < x. By our inductive hypothesis, we get 
= [e l (R~,sw(q)  ~, )
= ( -  1)/(s~')+/(~w)6(sx < sw,  sxt ~ sw Vt  ~ Y_ )  
= ( -1 ) / (x )+/ (w)~(x  < w,  sxt ~ sw Vt  ~ J  ),  
where we use the fact that, for s ~ S, x, w ~ W satisfying sx < x and 
sw < w, x < w if and only if sr  < sw. By the inequality that sx < x, we 
know that sx ~ W j. Hence,  for t E J _  c J, we have sxt < xt. So, by the 
inequality sw < w, for t ~ J_ ,  we can see that sxt < sw if and only if 
xt < w. Hence,  we get (16). 
Case (b): x < sr ~ W J. By our inductive hypothesis, we have 
[e ] (R~w(q) , )  e R"  = - [  ] (x , sw(q)~, )  
= ( -  1)/(x)+/(w)6(x < sw,  xt gA sw Vt  ~ J_ ) .  
By the inequality sw < w, if w < sw then we get x < w. Since x < sx and 
sw < w, if x < w then x < sw. Hence, we have 
[el(R'~(q),) = ( -  1)/(~)+/(w)3(x < w,  xt 4~ sw Vt  ~ J_ ) .  
By the inequality sw < w, for t ~ J_ ,  if xt < sw then we have xt < w. On 
the other hand, since x < sx and x, sx ~ W J, we get xt < sxt for t ~ J_  c J. 
Hence, if xt < w then xt < sw. Thus, for t ~ J_ ,  we see that xt < sw if 
and only if xt < w. Therefore,  we obtain (16). 
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Case (c): x < sx ~ W J, u s = qr  By our inductive hypothesis, we get 
e R 'J [](~,w(q),) =-[e](g~s~(q),) 
= - ( -1 ) lCx)+ lCsw)~(x  < sw, xt .~ sw Vt  ~ J _ )  
= ( -1)tCx)+lCw)~(x <_ w, xt ~ sw Vt ~ J _ ) .  
For t~ J_ ,  we will show that xt<sw if xt<w.  First, we show that 
sx ~ W J-. We suppose that sx ~ W J-, then there exists r ~ J_ such that 
sx = xr, where we use the fact that x ~ W J___ W J-. Then, we obtain 
Ur = us = qs and this contradicts that r ~ J_.  Hence, we get sx ~ W ~- 
and we know that sx < sxt for all t ~ J_.  Therefore, since x < xt and 
x < sx < sxt for t ~ J_,  we have xt < sxt for all t ~ J_.  So, by the 
inequality sw < w, for t ~ J_,  if xt < w then xt < sw. Thus, for t ~ J_ ,  we 
can see that xt < sw if and only if xt < w. It follows that (16) is valid. 
Case (d): x<sx~W J, u s= -1 .  In the case x~w,  both sides are 
equal to 0. We will consider the case x < w. Since x ~ W ~ and x < sx 
W J, there exists t~ J  such that sx=xt  and we have u t=u s= -1 .  
Hence, we see t ~ J_.  Since x < sx, sw < w, and x < w, we have sx < w. 
Hence, there exists t ~ J_  such that xt < w. Thus, we get 
[e](R~w(q)¢,  ) = [e ] (qsR~sw(q) , )  
= 0 = ( -  1)/(x)+/(w)8(x < w, xt ~ w Vt  ~ J_ ) .  
Therefore, (i) was shown by induction. (ii) is obvious by (i). We can easily 
see (iii) by the fact that W ~ = IV. Q.E.D. 
Proof o f  Proposition 6.3. I f  x ~ w, then both sides of  (15) equal 0. In 
the case x = w, we can easily obtain (15) by Theorem 6.1. Hence, we will 
show (15) in the case x < w. Since qs is the minimum element in F'+ n F", 
i f e  = /.Lr+ 1 ( / L  r <~ "'" < ~ffq <qs ( / t2' l ,  Ida2 . . . . .  / ' L r+l  ~ F'~), then we have 
r = 1, /~1 = qs, and tx 2 = e. Hence, by Theorem 6.1, 
[qs](P',Jw(q)¢,) - ( -1 ) l<~)+t¢W)[qs ] (R~(q)~ ) 
1 
= E E 
(ao, al, a2) /Zl= qs, p~2= e, 
~-~'1(x,w) IZo=qaolqa2q71, 
[t11,2 <_ Ix~'lq; Lqa2< 1~1 
iJ H[  -1 I.Li](Rai, ai+l(q)o )qa2 qai+l Jt/"i+ 1 
i=O 
tJ tJ 
~., ~(e <_ qs lqy lqs  < qs ) [qx lqy] (Rx .y (q )~) [qs ] (Ry .w(q)~) .  
x<y<w 
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Here, by our assumption, we have that e _< q71q;1qw < q, if and only if 
q, = q;lqw. Therefore, we get 
. . / (x )+: (w) r  ~/~ l  : \ X 
[q,](P':~(q)~,) - ( -1 )  tq, j[nx,w~q)~) 
= E [qxlqy](R*y(q)*)[qs](R'y(w(q)*)  
x ~y <'w, qwqy I = qs 
= ( - 1 ) / f~)+/ fw)  E 
x <_ y <'w , qwqy I =qs 
= ( - 1)/(~)+/(~) E 
x~y<.w,  qwqy: =qs 
[e ] (R '~y(q) ( l , ) [e ] (qs -  1 )  
E (-1)/'x)+:'Y)[e](R'x],y(q)(o) 
x<y<'w,  qwqff l~qs 
Y'~ 6(x  <y , [x ,  Y l=[x ,y ]  6)  
x <y <'w, y ~ W s, qwq~ 1 = qs 
= #{y ~ WJ; x <y  < w, qwqy 1= qs, [x ,y ]  = [x,y]:q}; 
here we use Example 3.3 (i) and Lemma 6.4 (ii). This completes the proof 
of the proposition. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARy 6.5. Let x, w ~ W J and s ~ S. I f  q, is the minimum element 
in F+ (~ F", and Jq = ~,  then we have 
[q,](P':w(q)o) = #{Y ~ W:; x < y < w,q~q;  1 = qs} 
+ ( - 1) :(x) +/(w)[ q~ ](R,xS, w(q) 6)" 
Moreover, we can get the following interesting formula. 
THEOREM 6.6. Letx,  w ~ W s with / (w)  =/(x )  + f (x - lw)  ands ~ S. 
I f  qs is the minimum element in F+ A F", and Jq = ¢, then we have 
[q~](Px:.,(q)*) =#{r  e W:; x < Y < w, q~qyl = q~} 
- #{t  ~ S :3 WJ; t < x- lw ,  qt = q~}" 
This theorem follows from Corollary 6.5 and the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Under the same condition of Theorem 6.6, we have 
[qs](R•w(q)6) = ( -1) / (x-*w)+l#{t  ~ S (3 WJ; t < x - lw ,  qt = qs}" 
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ProoF By Lemma 3.4, we may show only the following. 
M(lThTw(q)&) 
= (-1) e(w)+liY{t E S n W’; t s w, qt = q,} for w E W’. (17) 
We will show (17) by induction on e(w). In case /(w> = 0 (i.e., w = e), 
both sides of (17) are equal to 0. We suppose that (17) holds when 
e(w) < k (k 2 1) and we will show this for the case %(w> = k. Let t E S 
satisfying tw < w. By Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 6.4 (iii), we have 
M(~%&d~) 
(Sk = 4l>[el(R:‘l,(s)s)+R%,,(9)4) - k?sl(R%dq)~) 
I iftEW.’ = -M(R%&l)!i) ift@GW’ 
: 




(-( -lp’s(q, = q#(t d w) = 
\ ( -M KLv(q)+) 
- 1) - hl(R%tdn)i) 
. M(RLvm) if t E wJ 
if t @ WJ 
= -(-1) ‘(w)a(qa = qt,t & w,t E W”) - kd(R~,,(q)c) 
= (-1) f(w)+l( 6(q, = qs, t & tw, t E WJ) 
+#{I- E s n W; r I m, 4, = q,}) 
= (-1) p(w)+l#{r E S n W; r I W, 4, = qs}. 
Therefore, this proposition is shown by induction. Q.E.D. 
7. RESULTS FOR WEIGHTED 
KAZHDAN-LUSZTIG POLYNOMIALS 
In this section, we apply our results to the weighted Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials. First, we recall the definition of the weighted Kazhdan-Lusz- 
tig polynomials introduced by Lusztig [8]. 
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DEFINITION-PROPOSmON 7.1. There exists a unique family of polynomi- 
als {P',w(q) ~ Z[F'+]; x, w ~ W} satisfying the following conditions: 
P',x(q) = 1, e' ,w(q ) = 0 i fx q~ w, 
q 1/2`71/2p' (fl) ~ z [ r '  ] i fx < w, 
W " IX  - X ,W\ - I . I  
qwqx-l~-~',w(q) = E R'x,y(q)Py,w(q). 
x<y<w 
We call these polynomials PJ, w(q) weighted Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials 
of W. 
Hence, we can get new results by putting J = ~b in our results. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let r ~ N. For ao, a l , . . . ,  ar+l ~ W with a o < a 1 < . . .  
<_ at+l, we put 
"~0,  a l  . . . . .  a r+ l(q) 
/(al) +/(ao) t ~'~ ( - 11 R,o, a,(q) 
I - -1  I ' "~'a-a (q)U~/2 ,,-~/2(q a qa ~'a a ~ (q)  l 
o ,  1 t la r+ l~a I \ r+ l  1 1~ 2 , . . . , - r+ l  x 1 ]  
Then, for x, w ~ W, we have the following. 
(i) I f  x < w, then 
e~, ~(q) = E 
where we put 
x, w) = 
~(q), 
C ~.~'(x, w) 
U {(a0,a l  . . . . .  ar+l)  ~ wr+2; 
r>0 
X =a o <_ a 1 <_ "" <_ar+l = W}. 
(ii) I f  x < w, then 
ex,w(q)=tq lw/2qxl /2(  ~ w)~C(q)), 
[..J {(ao,aa, . . . ,ar+l)  ~ wr+2;  
r>O 
x = a o < a 1 < "" < ar+l = W}. 
where we put 
 x,w) = 
if r=  O, 
if r>  1. 
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THEOREM 7.3. For x, w ~ W and 3' ~ F'~_, we have 
[ ~/] (Pj,. ,(q)) 
/(w)-/(x) 
= E E E 
r= l  (ao ,a  1 . . . . .  a r+ l )~_ .K(x ,w)  (/z0,/~1,... ,  t~r+l)~oq~r(3, : ao ,a  1 . . . . .  ar+l ) 
r 
Ix - 1 R' i__~I0[/Zi+l iqa,+lqa,+l]( al,a/+l(q)) 
+ ( - 1)/<x)+/<w)[?/](R'x,w(q)), 
where o~r(T: al, a 2 . . . .  , a r+ 1) /S the same set as that defined in Theorem 6.1. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let x, w ~ W and s ~ S. I f  q, is the minimum element 
in F'+ f3 F", then we have the following: 
(i) 
[q~] (P ' ,w(q) )=#{y~ W;x  <y <W, qwq; 1 =q~} 
+ ( - 1)[(x)+/(W)[qs](R'x,w(q)). 
(ii) I f / (w)  =/(x )  +/(x - lw) ,  
[q~](P~,w(q)) = #{Y ~ W; x <y  < w, qwqy 1 =q~} 
- #{t  ~ S; t < x- lw ,  qt = q~}" 
Remark 7.5. [qs](P',w(q)) is not always nonnegative. For example, if s 
and t are elements in S such that qs ~ qt and qs is the minimum element 
in F'+ f3 F", by Proposition 7.4 (ii), [qs](P',m(q)) = -1 .  
By Theorem 7.2, we can easily see the following. 
COROLLARY 7.6. (i) I f  W is a finite Coxeter group, for x, w ~ W, 
P',w(q) = P'oxwo,wo~wo(q), 
where w o is the longest element in W. 
(ii) For x, w ~ W, 
P~,w(q) = P~-~,,~-~(q)- 
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Proof  (i) By the definit ion of  weighted R polynomials,  for x, w ~ W, 
we can easily see that 
R',w(q ) = R'oxwo,WoWwo(q ). 
By the fact that qx = q~oxwo (x  ~ W) ,  for ao, a I . . . . .  at+ t satisfying a 0 < 
a 1 < . . .  < ar+ 1 we can obtain 
"~2'WoaoWo, woalWo ..... woar+ lw0(q) = "@'ao, al . . . . .  ar+ l(q)" 
Hence,  by Theorem 7.2 and the fact that the map F :  W ~ W def ined by 
F(x )  = w0xw 0 is an automorphism of  the Bruhat  order,  (i) holds. Similarly 
we can obtain (ii). Q.E.D. 
Note Added in Proof.. After this paper was accepted for publication, we became aware that 
the weighted parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials can be defined if F' admits a strong 
order. Thus, the weight ~0 need not satisfy the assumption above Definition 4.1. 
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